Art Terminology

Across
1. things that look flat
5. frame used to support a canvas
6. the illusion of space in a picture plane
10. refers to a common name found on the color wheel
12. hand-made object that represents a culture or period
15. artwork made by pasting pieces of paper to a flat surface
17. the order of line, form, color, value, texture, and space in an arrangement
18. character studies that exaggerate one or more features
19. change of color from one tone to another
20. an arrangement primary colors to create new colors

Down
2. work of art created to go with a story or other kinds of work in print
3. things that look, or are, solid
4. a strong cloth used for painting
7. a style of painting that represent the effects of sunlight on color
8. the art of making plans
9. area in composition where the emphasis is greatest
11. the placement of 2 opposites side by side
13. hidden symbolic meaning
14. natural forms changed by geometrical reduction
16. the order of line, form, color, value, texture, and space in an arrangement